An iatrogenic esophageal perforation with dentures: How Does It Happen?
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Abstract
We present a rare case of esophageal perforation in an attempt of removing an ingested denture with a flexible esophagoscope by a general practitioner. The Computerized Tomography (CT) scan of neck and thorax confirmed the diagnosis and denture was successfully removed through rigid esophagoscopy and perforation was surgically repaired by thoracotomy approach. The presentation of this case could be a revelation for the general practitioners. The various aspects of denture as an esophageal foreign body and the esophageal perforation have been discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Dentures are one of the most notorious foreign bodies of its own kind. They contain serrated edge and metal wire that can easily damage the strongest mucosal layer of esophagus causing esophageal perforation [1,2]. Thus, it is mandatory to keep the sharp and metallic end of the denture away from the esophageal mucosa. It can be done by placing it inside the lumen of wider rigid esophagoscope before its withdrawal. Such maneuver cannot be done by using flexible esophagoscope. Hence, all precaution should be taken during dental removal otherwise; it may result in catastrophic esophageal perforation [2,3,4]. The esophageal perforation always possess high rate of mortality due to its relation with vital structure of thorax. Boerhaave correctly stated it: “When it occurs it can be recognized but it cannot be remedied by the medical profession” [5].

CASE REPORT
A 57-years old otherwise healthy female was referred to us for the management of an iatrogenic esophageal perforation and a denture inside the esophagus. She accidentally ingested her denture 12 days back. However, the patient was virtually comfortable with esophageal foreign body except mild pain during swallowing. In due course, the pain gradually increased in its intensity and compelled the female to get medical attention after 12 days of ingestion. She consulted with a general surgeon who was practising gastrointestinal endoscopy in a private clinic. Perhaps, the practitioner diagnosed this case as an uncomplicated foreign body in esophagus based on plain X-ray of neck and chest. Hence, she was advised removal of the ingested denture under general anesthesia. During the procedure, the surgeon used a “flexible esophagoscope” and he noticed an impacted denture at the lower end of esophagus. He began to drag the denture out from the esophagus. At the same time, he noticed bleeding while he was in the mid way with the denture in mid esophagus. He wisely left away the procedure and called a qualified ENT practitioner for assistance. When the ENT surgeon was performing rigid esophagoscopy, he noticed surgical emphysema in the neck. Both the surgeons decided to stop the maneuver and refer the patient to us for further management.

On admission, the patient conscious, her temperature was 99.6 °F, pulse rate of 76 beats/min and arterial blood pressure of 140/90mm of mercury. Physical examination revealed the patient in moderate distress with mild shortness of breath. Her oral cavity examination revealed loss of right upper incisor. No abnormalities were noted on examination of the oropharynx. Neck examination revealed lateral tenderness and crepitus extending up to the upper chest and face. On pulmonary auscultation, sparse added sounds were heard over the right hemithorax. Cardiac auscultation revealed a regular rate and rhythm without murmurs. An abdominal examination was normal.

Keeping the esophageal perforation in mind, the patient was kept in observation with the advice of nil orally, broad-spectrum intravenous antibiotics, proper balance of fluid input and output charting and half an hourly vital sign recording. The CT scan of neck and thorax was advised that
revealed air in the subcutaneous plan of neck, right sided 
hydropneumothorax, left sided pneumothorax and
hydropneumomediastinum (Fig 1).

**Figure 1**
Figure 1: Photograph of denture after removal.

A linear hyperdense foreign body was noticed in food 
passage at the level of D4 with suspected perforation of 
esophagus in mid esophagus (Fig 2).

**Figure 2**
Figure 2: CT scan of thorax shows a foreign body in 
esophagus with multiple air pockets in different tissue plan.

The esophagogram was unsuccessful because patient was 
unable to swallow the dye. Based on these finding the 
diagnosis of foreign body in esophagus, esophageal 
perforation with pulmonary and mediastinal complication 
was made. However, the other vitals of the patient were 
quite stable in continuous recording. The patient was 
immediately shifted to the cardiothoracic operation theater 
and the denture was successfully removed through rigid 
esophagoscopy without doing any further injury to the 
esophagus (Fig 3).

**Figure 3**
Figure 3: CT scan of thorax shows right side 
hydropneumothorax, pneumomediastinum and multiple air shadow in subcutaneous tissue.

The foreign body was noticed at the 27cm level of upper 
central incisor. An esophageal tear of near 1.5cm size was 
noticed at the same level in right side tugging the denture. 
The right thoracotomy was performed, the rupture was 
identified (Fig 4) and repaired in layer. Bilateral water sealed 
chest drain was kept in place, the wound was closed and 
feeding gastric tube was inserted through right nostril. On 
the subsequent days, the patient has got very speedy 
recovery. The chest tube was removed on fifth postoperative 
days while the feeding tube was taken out on 14 \(^{th}\) 
postoperative day. She was given on normal diet on the 14th 
day. She was discharged from the hospital on 17 \(^{th}\) 
postoperative day. She is now leading healthy life.
DISCUSSION

The sword-swallowers in Greece were the first people in 300BC to think about the technique of esophagoscopy. However, Adolph Kussmaul was the first physician to perform an esophagoscopy on a professional sword swallower in 1868 using a rigid 47-cm straight tube with lighting, a Frenchman designed tube named Desmormeaux. Wallenburg later used an elastic tube with a laryngeal mirror \[5,6\]. McKenzie developed a skeleton esophageal tube and with this tube he was really only able to see into the cervical esophagus. Neitsliter then developed a rigid straight tube, which was lighted with a heated platinum wire distally \[6\]. The today’s “rigid esophagoscope” was actually designed by Chevalier Jackson, who breached new ground in aerodigestive foreign body management. He used Edison invented the light bulb projected light distally instead of the having the light source in the proximal region. He generally used this scope for foreign bodies and dilation of lye ingestions, known as “father of esophagoscopy”\[5-7\].

Information concerning esophageal perforations and its management is plentiful. The first report of esophageal perforation came in 1724 when Dr. Hermann Boerhaave examined a Dutch grand admiral Baron Jan van Wessenaer. He developed the post emetic rupture of lower esophagus and subsequent rapid death. Dr. Hermann Boerhaave truly said on esophageal perforation “When it occurs it can be recognized but it cannot be remedied by the medical profession.” This statement bore some truth until 1947 when Barrett performed the first successful repair of a perforated esophagus \[5,7\].

The esophagus is a very thin-walled organ connecting hypopharynx to stomach. Contrary to the rest of the alimentary canal, it is a delicate tube of digestive system lacking strong elastin and collagen containing outermost serous layer. Hence, the inner mucosal layer being the strongest layer supported outwardly with submucosal layer, circular and longitudinal muscular fibers \[1,4\]. Moreover, it contains three areas of narrowing: the first area is the cricopharyngeus (15cm), which is the narrowest region, about 1.5cm. The next area of narrowing of the esophagus is where the left main stem bronchus and the aorta cross it (24cm), and then the third is the gastroesophageal sphincter (40cm) \[6\]. These areas of narrowing provides maximum resistant during negotiation of esophagoscope and withdrawing a foreign body. Thus, it is important for a surgeon to maintain the integrity of the strongest mucosal layer and to take special care at the level of esophageal constrictions \[5,6\].

Several mechanism including shearing along the longitudinal axis, direct piercing, thinning from necrosis of esophageal wall and bursting from the radial force may play in producing esophageal perforation. However, shearing and piercing is the main means to produce perforation during instrumentation being the commonest cause comprising of nearly 50 to 75% of all perforations. The only rigid endoscopy carries a perforation rate 0.1-0.4%, while that of flexible endoscopy varies from 0.01-0.06%. However, chances of esophageal perforation would be much higher if the flexible endoscope is used for the removal of voluminous or sharp foreign body like denture. Foreign bodies can also cause esophageal perforation (5-15%), as well as trauma (2-9%) \[8,9,10,11\].

The sharp edged foreign bodies such as denture are the most notorious of all ingested foreign bodies. Any hasty and over enthusiastic maneuver could be disastrous. It can increase the chance of perforation for several times at the natural constriction level. The pharyngoesphaghial junction being the commonest site as it is weakest and narrowest of the entire length of esophagus. The perforated wall can provide the extra space for the denture to stick the site of lodgment. The further forceful maneuver may further increase the length of perforation and some time damage the extra esophageal structure including great vessels. The denture contains serrated edge that can incise the esophageal wall. The situation could be more worst if it is having wires \[1,2,13\]. However, the presence of wire can give an opportunity to localize the foreign body easily through radiological
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investigation such as plain x-ray. The dentures are radiolucent objects can only be picked up by negative shadow during barium X-ray study. A contrast-enhanced CT scan of the chest should be obtained if it is not possible to perform a contrast esophagogram, if the esophagogram was negative despite a high clinical suspicion, or if seeking to evaluate for a more likely alternative diagnosis. Mediastinal air, extravasated luminal contrast, periesophageal fluid collections, pleural effusions, or actual communication of an air-filed esophagus with an adjacent mediastinal air-fluid collection may suggest perforation [2,8,9,13].

Every precaution should be taken in the way to withdrawing the denture from esophagus. A risk evaluation including proper estimation of the shape and size of the denture, its location in esophagus and the duration of lodgment is required before endoscopic removal. In case of unsuccessful endoscopic extraction of denture, it is possible to use fragmentation. The further care should be taken not to advance it more distally in to esophagus even it is closer to the esophagogastric junction [1,2,14].

In our view, it is essential to incorporate the serrated end or the end containing wire should be taken inside the esophagoscope before its withdrawal. Hence, widest size esophagoscope could be ideal for the removal of denture. The presence of classic “Mackler triad” consisting of vomiting, chest pain, and subcutaneous emphysema and radiological evidence can confirm the esophageal perforation. Once perforation occurs, the surrounding loose stromal connective tissue, the infectious and inflammatory response can disseminate easily to nearby vital organs. Thus, results in complications including pneumonia, mediastinitis, sepsis, empyema, and adult respiratory distress syndrome, multi organ failure and death [3,5].
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